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In this issue…

Hello and welcome to this special edition of Yorkshire
Finance Leaders which celebrates the winners and all those
nominated at 2019’s Yorkshire Finance Leaders Awards.

P8
Kate Platts (right)
c©]©Ć½Ë½½¤

Kris Lee (left)
Ú%æËÚüV=

P18
Theresa Spencer
Y¬Ä¤êæËÃËæ¬õ=¬Ã¬æ
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Celebrating Yorkshire’s
Finance Leaders

Exclusive interviews
with a selection of the
YFL Award winners

P12

Finance
Leaders

P14
Spencer Morris
9CÚÚɚ]£ËËɛ=¬Ã¬æ

P20
Finance Team of the Year
&ÚÄËÚ%ËËæË&Ë

Yorkshire Finance Leaders magazine is published by Brewster Partners Human Capital, part of the
Brewster Partners Recruitment Group. The contents of this magazine are fully protected by copyright
and may not be reproduced without permission. If you have comment or query about this publication
ËÚÄüÞÚõ¬ËąÚüÚöÞæÚVÚæÄÚÞYÚê¬æÃÄæ&ÚËê×ɇ×½Þ½½ǼǽǿǼǾǿǼȄǼȀǼɌ

P10
Steve Hammell (right)
]©Ć½%ËÚ¤ÃÞæÚÞ.ÄæÚÄæ¬ËÄ½=æ

P16
James Tucknott
+ËÃÞ£ËÚ]æêÄæÞ=¬Ã¬æ

P22
Adnan Velic
CY&½Ë½ɒDË¬g;

c©yËÚºÞ©¬Ú%¬ÄÄ=ÚÞöÚÞ
öÚ©½ææ©XêÄɹÞ+Ëæ½¬Ä=Þɇ
ËÄc©êÚÞüǽȅæ©]×æÃÚÄ
ÚËê¤©ææË¤æ©ÚËõÚǾǼǼË£æ©Þæ
ĈÄÄ½ÚÞ£ÚËÃÚËÞÞyËÚºÞ©¬ÚɌ
This magazine is dedicated to interviews
ö¬æ©ËêÚö¬ÄÄÚÞɇæ½º¬Ä¤êÞæ©ÚËê¤©
ÞËÃË£æ©¬Úû×Ú¬ÄÞæËæɇæ©
©½½Ä¤Þæ©üɹõ£¬Äæ©¬ÚÚÚÞɇ
Äö©æö¬ÄÄ¬Ä¤%¬ÄÄ=ÚÞ
öÚÃÄÞæËæ©ÃɌ

¤ÚËöɇÃËõ£ËÚöÚÄæºõÄæ¤
of growth opportunities. The work being
ËÄüæ©Ú¤¬ËÄÞɹ%¬ÄÄ=ÚÞæË
ÄÞêÚæ©ËÄ¤Ë¬Ä¤ĈÄÄ¬½ÞæÚÄ¤æ©Ë£
ÞÃ½½ɇÃ¬êÃÄ½Ú¤ËÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄÞ¬Ä
the area is indeed of the highest quality
and is something of which our region
should be very proud.
êÚ¬Ä¤æ©öËÄÚ£ê½½ºɬæ¬öÚÞ
õÄ¬Ä¤ɇÚËÄÞÞ½¬āCÄÄ¬Ä¤©Ãɬ
ê½½ÚÞ×ËºËêæ©Úæ¬ÃÞ¬ÚæËÚ
&ÄÚ½Ë£C.ȁɇæ©Ú¬æ¬Þ©¬ÄæÚÄ½

The work being done by the regions’ Finance Leaders to
ÄÞêÚæ©ËÄ¤Ë¬Ä¤ĈÄÄ¬½ÞæÚÄ¤æ©Ë£ÞÃ½½ɇÃ¬êÃÄ
large organisations in the area is indeed of the highest quality
and is something of which our region should be very proud.

We were thrilled to be involved again
æ©¬ÞüÚÞÞ×ËÄÞËÚË£æ©õÄæɇ
working alongside the other sponsors;
s½ºÚCËÚÚ¬ÞɇJ==VɇÄ=ËºæËÄ
ËÃ×Ä¬Þɇö©ËÞæÃÞ½½ËÄæÚ¬êæ
to making the event an undeniable
success. Through the judging process we
have been lucky enough to meet some
æÚê½ü£ÄæÞæ¬%¬ÄÄ=ÚÞɌ
It was not only a celebration of the
incredible talent currently working
ö¬æ©¬Äæ©ËêÄæÄüÄ%¬ÄÄ
ÞæËÚ¬ÄËêÚÚ¤¬ËÄɇêæ½ÞË½¬õ¬Ä¤×ÚËË£
that in spite of some uncertainty in the
êÚÚÄæËÄËÃ¬Ä×Ë½¬æ¬½½¬Ãæɇ
ËêÚ%¬ÄÄ=ÚÞÚöËÚº¬Ä¤©Úɇ
thinking creatively and adding real value
to their organisations as they continue to

]êÚ¬æü]Úõ¬ɇ£ÚËÃJæËÚǾǼǼǾ
êÄæ¬½©ÚÚæ¬ÚÃÄæËÄǾǼ×Ú¬½ǾǼǼȃɌ
Talking about her experiences in such
©¬¤©×ÚËĈ½Ä×ÚÞÞêÚ¬Þ×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄɇ
she spoke about some of the key
qualities of leadership and trying to
not take yourself too seriously; she was
fascinating and really was the cherry on
top of what was already an inspirational
Äæ©Ëê¤©æɬ×ÚËõËº¬Ä¤õÄ¬Ä¤Ɍ
Þö½½ÚËÄÞÞ½¬āCÄÄ¬Ä¤©Ãɬ
ê½½Úɇ.öËê½×ÚÞËÄ½½ü½¬ºæËæº
this opportunity to thank all of those
¬ÄõË½õɇ¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤ËêÚæ©Ú×ÚæÄÚÞɑ
s½ºÚCËÚÚ¬ÞɇJ==VÄ=ËºæËÄ
ËÃ×Ä¬Þ£ËÚæ©¬Ú©ÚöËÚº¬Ä×êææ¬Ä¤
æ©¬ÞõÄææË¤æ©ÚɇÄ½½Ë£ËêÚ
nominees and winners.

Richard Chamberlain,
Director – Head of
Accountancy & Finance,
Brewster Partners

It has been a year of
unprecedented political,
economic and global uncertainty
yet this hasn’t phased the
Finance Leaders in our region
one jot as they continue not only
strengthen their businesses in the
UK but forge strong links further
Ĉ½Ëæ©ÚËÞÞæ©gÄ
globally. The Yorkshire Finance
Leaders Awards showcases
the outstanding successes and
½¬ÚË£æ©ĈÄÄ½ÚÞ¬Ä
our region and it was great to
celebrate with all of the worthy
ĈÄ½¬ÞæÞææ©öÚÞ¬ÄÄÚɌ
Elaine R Owen MBA FCII,
Senior Vice President,
Lockton Companies LLP
Chair of Variety Yorkshire

öööɌüĉöÚÞɌËɌêºɒö¬ÄÄÚÞ
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The categories

Finance Leader in a Private
Equity Backed Company
This award is open to interim and
¬ÄêÃÄæĈÄÄ½ÚÞö©Ë©õ
×½üÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ×Úæ¬Ä£¬½¬ææ¬Ä¤
æ©¬Þ×ËÞ½ËÚÙê¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄË£V
backed business. The judges will be
½ËËº¬Ä¤£ËÚêÃÄÄÞº¬½½ɇąæ¬õ
communication and working with the
teams to maintain and enhance the
value of the business.

%¬ÄÄ=Ú¬ÄDËÄVÚËĈæɒ
Public Sector Organisation
c©¬ÞöÚ¬ÞË×ÄæËæ©ĈÄÄ
leaders who can demonstrate their role
¬ÄÄÞêÚ¬Ä¤æ©ææ©D%VËÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄ
works like a commercial business with
a sound understanding and articulation
of the goals of the organisation and
what the future looks like.

Finance Leader in a Private
or Family Owned Company
This award will recognise the
©¬õÃÄæÞË£ĈÄÄ½Ú
who has been able to maintain the
fundamental ethos of the business whilst
managing growth and articulating and
communicating the future strategy.

Finance Deal of the Year

c©¬ÞĈÄÄ½ÚË£æ©¬ÞöÚö¬½½
be able to demonstrate that success
is not short term and not solely
recognised by the share price. They
ö¬½½½æËÚæ¬ê½ææ©ĈÄÄ¬½
aspects of the strategy to support
¬Ã×ÚËõɇÞêÞæ¬Ä½×ÚËĈæ¬½¬æü
and the role they will play in this.

c©¬Þ¬ÞË×ÄæËĈÄÄ½Úö©Ë
©Þ×½üÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæÚË½¬Ä¬æ©Ú
æ©Ùê¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄɇ¬Þ×ËÞ½ËÚÃÚ¤ÚË£
êÞ¬ÄÞÞɚg;ËÚËõÚÞÞɛɇËÚËÃ×½æ
ÞêÞÞ£ê½ĈÄÄ¬½ËÚËÃÃÚ¬½
restructuring.

c©¬ÞöÚ¬ÞË×ÄæËÄüĈÄÄ½Ú
who has been instrumental in developing
Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ¤ÚËöæ©¬ÄËõÚÞÞËÃ×Äü
Þ½ÞÄ×ÚËĈæÞɇÄ×ÚæË£Ä
export victory for a product or service
£Ë½½Ëö¬Ä¤Ä¬ÄÄËõæ¬ËÄ¬Äæ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞɇ
ËÚÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ½ü¬Ã×ÚËõ¤½Ë½ĈÄÄ¬½
communication and control with an
Ć¬ÄæĈÄÄ£êÄæ¬ËÄæË£¬½¬ææ
ąæ¬õ¤ÚËöæ©Ɍ

Finance Leader in a High Growth
Start Up
c©¬ÞöÚ¬Þ¬Ãææ©ĈÄÄ
½ÚÞË£êÞ¬ÄÞÞÞ½ÞÞæ©ÄȁüÚÞ
old who have demonstrated a clear
×Ë¬ÄæË£¬ąÚÄæ¬æ¬ËÄɚ¬æ©Ú×ÚËêæÞ
or services). Judges will be focussed
ÄËæ·êÞæËÄæ©ĈÄÄ½ÚÞö©ËÚ
able to show growth in turnover and
×ÚËĈæ¬½¬æüæËæêæ½ÞË½
to articulate their role in the future
potential of the business
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The sponsors

Finance Leader in a PLC

Finance Leader in an
International Company

Finance
Leaders

BDO

Walker Morris

J¬ÞÄöÚö¬ÄÄ¬Ä¤ËêÄæÄüÄêÞ¬ÄÞÞõ¬ÞËÚü
ĈÚÃɇõ¬Þ¬Ä¤½Ë½Ä¬ÄæÚÄæ¬ËÄ½êÞ¬ÄÞÞÞËÄö¬ÚÄ¤
Ë£ÞÚõ¬Þ¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤ê¬æɇæûɇËÚ×ËÚæĈÄÄɇêÞ¬ÄÞÞ
ÚÞæÚêæêÚ¬Ä¤ɇ£Úêʲ£ËÚÄÞ¬¬ÄõÞæ¬¤æ¬ËÄÞɌæJɇö×Ú¬
ourselves on leading from the front and we understand that
õÚüêÞ¬ÄÞÞ¬Þ¬ąÚÄæÄ£Þ¬æÞêÄ¬Ùê©½½Ä¤Þ¬Ä
æ©ÃÚºæ×½Ɍs¬ÄõÞæÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæÃËêÄæË£æ¬Ã¤ææ¬Ä¤
to know you and understanding your business requirements.

s½ºÚCËÚÚ¬Þ¬Þ¬Þæ¬Äæ¬õ½öĈÚÃɇõ½êü¬æÞ½¬ÄæÞ
£ËÚËÄÞ¬ÞæÄæ½ü½¬õÚ¬Ä¤û½½ÄæÚÞê½æÞ£ËÚæ©ÃɌÞ£ê½½
ÞÚõ¬ËÃÃÚ¬½½öĈÚÃɇÞ¬Ä=ÞɇöÚ£ËêÞ
ËÄ×ÚËõ¬¬Ä¤ËêÚ½¬ÄæÞËæ©¬Äæ©g;Ä.ÄæÚÄæ¬ËÄ½½ü
ö¬æ©×ÚæÄÚɬ½ɇ©¬¤©Ùê½¬æüɇ¬ÄÞ¬¤©æ£ê½õ¬Ɍ

Lockton

Brewster Partners

=ËºæËÄ×ÚËõ¬ȁǼɇǼǼǼ½¬ÄæÞÚËêÄæ©öËÚ½ö¬æ©Ú¬Þº
ÃÄ¤ÃÄæɇ¬ÄÞêÚÄɇÄÃ×½ËüÄĈæÞËÄÞê½æ¬Ä¤
ÞÚõ¬ÞɌ%ÚËÃ¬æÞ£ËêÄ¬Ä¤¬ÄǽȅȂȂ¬Ä;ÄÞÞ¬æüɇC¬ÞÞËêÚ¬ɇ
=ËºæËÄ©ÞææÚæÄæÚ×ÚÄêÚ¬½×ÚË£ÞÞ¬ËÄ½Þö©Ë
©õÚ¬õÄ¬æÞ¤ÚËöæ©æËËÃæ©½Ú¤Þæ×Ú¬õæ½ü©½ɇ
independent insurance broker in the world.

ÚöÞæÚVÚæÄÚÞYÚê¬æÃÄæ&ÚËê×¬Þæ©Ú¤¬ËÄɹÞ£ÞæÞæ
¤ÚËö¬Ä¤ÚÚê¬æÃÄæêÞ¬ÄÞÞ×ÚËõ¬¬Ä¤ÚÚê¬æÃÄæɇæ½Äæ
Ùê¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄɇÞÞÞÞÃÄæÄÚÞËêÚ¬Ä¤ÞË½êæ¬ËÄÞÚËÞÞæ©
DËÚæ©æ©ÚËê¤©ËêÚĈõÚÄÞɆ

JêÚ½¬ÄæÞɇÃÄüË£ö©ËÃÚ½ê©¬×ɇÚÚöÄ£ÚËÃÚË
ÚÄ¤Ë£ÞæËÚÞö©¬©¬Ä½êÃÄê£æêÚ¬Ä¤ɇÚæ¬½ɇËÚ×ËÚæÄ
ĈÄÄɇ©½æ©Úɇ×Ú¬õæÙê¬æüɇæ©ÄË½Ë¤üÄÃ¬ɇÄÚ¤ü
ÄÚÄö½Þɇ×ê½¬ÞæËÚÄ¬Ä£ÚÞæÚêæêÚÄÚ½ÞææɌ

Finance Team of the Year
.£üËê£½æ©æÞĈÄÄ½ÚüËê
have a team that needs to be truly
acknowledged with an award then why
not tell us why they are so valued. This
can be a team that consistently delivers
ËõÚÄËõæ©¬ÚË·æ¬õÞɇ½½×ê½½¬Ä
the same direction and have a positive
impact on the success of the business

Outstanding Finance Leader
c©ËêæÞæÄ¬Ä¤ĈÄÄ½ÚöÚ
¤ËÞæËæ©©¬¤©ÞæÞËÚ¬Ä¤ĈÄÄ
leader in the awards process. It is open
to any category and has been created
to recognise the most impressive and
©¬¤©Þæ©¬õÃÄæĈÄÄ½ÚɌ
æÚê½ü¬Ã×ÚÞÞ¬õË½ɉ

c©DËÚæ©ÚÄVÚæÄÚÞ©¬×¬Þ¬ææË×ÚËõ¬¬Ä¤ÞæÚæ¤¬ɇ
£ÚËÄæ½¬ÄÞË½êæ¬ËÄÞ£ËÚËæ©ËÃÞæ¬Ä¬ÄæÚÄæ¬ËÄ½½¬ÄæÞɇ
working seamlessly with colleagues from around the globe to
½¬õÚÞ×Ëºɇ©¬¤©Ùê½¬æüõ¬ÄÞÚõ¬æËõÚü½¬ÄæɌ

©Ú¬æüÄDËæɬ%ËÚɬVÚËĈæYÚê¬æÃÄæ
ËêÄæÄüʲ%¬ÄÄYÚê¬æÃÄæ
CÄê£æêÚ¬Ä¤ʲJ×Úæ¬ËÄÞYÚê¬æÃÄæ
=ÚÞ©¬×ʲCÄ¤ÃÄæ]Ú©
JĆ]ê××ËÚæʲc©Ä¬½YÚê¬æÃÄæ

öööɌüĉöÚÞɌËɌêºɒö¬ÄÄÚÞ
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And the winners were…
c©½¬¤©æÞöÚ¬ÃÃɇæ©ê¬Ä©êÞ©ɇÄæ©Þ×Ëæ½¬¤©æöÞÃ¬Ä¤ËöÄËÄæ©æË×ĈÄÄ
æ½Äææ©æyËÚºÞ©¬Ú©ÞæËËąÚɌüÚ¬Äæ©×½ÄÄ¬Ä¤ɇËõÚǽɇǼǼǼ×ËæÄæ¬½%¬ÄÄ=ÚÞ¬Äæ©
ÚêÄÄ¬Ä¤æËÄËÃ¬ÄæɇǿȃĈÄ½¬ÞæÞÞ½æɇÄǽǼËÄĈÚÃö¬ÄÄÚÞɇæ©¬ÞöÞÄû¬æ¬Ä¤Ä¬¤©æ£ËÚ½½
¬ÄõË½õɇÄæÚê½ü½Úæ¬ËÄË£æ©£ÄæÞæ¬öËÚº¬Ä¤ËÄ¬ÄyËÚºÞ©¬Ú£ÚËÃĈÄÄ×ÚË£ÞÞ¬ËÄ½Þ
æËº×ËÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄÞË£½½Þ©×ÞÄÞ¬āÞÃËõ¬Ä¤£ËÚöÚÄ¤ÚËö¬Ä¤üÚɬËÄɬüÚɌ

sËÚº¬Ä¤ö¬æ©£½½ËöÞ×ËÄÞËÚÞJ==Vɇ
=ËºæËÄËÃ×Ä¬ÞÄs½ºÚCËÚÚ¬Þɇ
the process began with the opportunity
to interview some of the region’s current
ÄÞ×¬Ú¬Ä¤%¬ÄÄ=ÚÞæË¤æ£½
£ËÚæ©©½½Ä¤Þæ©ü©õËõÚËÃɇ
æ©ÞæÚæ¤¬×½ÄÄ¬Ä¤æ©ü©õÚ¬õÄɇ
and the results they have achieved for
their respective organisations.
%ÚËÃÃü×ÚÞ×æ¬õɇ.öÞ½ËöÄ
öüüæ©ÞæÄÚË£æ½ÄæɇÄ
the amazing stories some nominees
had to tell about their past experience
Ä©¬õÃÄæÞɌ.æöÞ×½ÞêÚɇ
Ä¬Ä×Ú¬õ¬½¤ɇæË©Ú¬Úæ½ü
about the hard work and creative
strategies being developed to keep
things moving during seemingly
unpredictable and challenging times.
c©×ÚËÞÞË£ö©¬ææ½¬Ä¤æ©ÞǿȃĈÄ½¬ÞæÞ
æËǽǼö¬ÄÄÚÞöÞÃËÞæĈÄ¬æ½üÄËæ
ÄÞüËÄɇÄö©¬½ÞæõÚüËÄ¬Ä
the process was more than worthy of
ÚË¤Ä¬æ¬ËÄÄ×Ú¬ÞɇööÚ½¬¤©æ
ö¬æ©ËêÚĈÄ½½¬ÞæË£ö¬ÄÄÚÞɌ

Support for the event from all those
¬ÄõË½õöÞÞË½êæ½üÚ¬½½¬Äæɇö¬æ©
ËõÚǾǾǼæ¬ºæÞÞË½ÄËêÚ£ÄæÞæ¬
venue full to the brim with some of the
region’s most successful businesses.
£æÚ¬ÄÄÚɇæ©û¬æÃÄæÃËêÄæ
Ä¬æöÞĈÄ½½üæ¬ÃæËÄÄËêÄ
æ©ö¬ÄÄÚÞɌ©ËÄöÞÃæö¬æ©
impressive applause as they took to the
Þæ¤æË×ææ©¬ÚöÚɇÄüËêËê½
feel the resounding support and mutual
respect for each nominee and winner from
the audience as they were announced.
The night truly was a testament to the
inspirational leadership and incredible
©¬õÃÄæÞË£½Ë½%¬ÄÄ
×ÚË£ÞÞ¬ËÄ½ÞɇÄÚöÞæÚVÚæÄÚÞÚ
so proud to be part of celebrating the
wealth of talent we have in our region.

Full list of winners
Finance Leader in a Private Equity
Backed Company
D¬½CÞºÚüɇ½½¬&½ÞÞËÄæ¬ÄÚÞ=¬Ã¬æ
%¬ÄÄ=Ú¬ÄDËÄVÚËĈæVê½¬
Sector Organisation
;æV½ææÞɇc©]©Ć½Ë½½¤
Finance Leader in a Private or Family
Owned Company
]æõ+ÃÃ½½ɇ]©Ć½%ËÚ¤ÃÞæÚÞ
.ÄæÚÄæ¬ËÄ½=¬Ã¬æ
Finance Leader in a Plc
;Ú¬Þ=ɇÚ%æËÚüV½
Finance Leader in an International Company
]×ÄÚCËÚÚ¬Þɇ9CÚÚɚ]£ËËɛ=¬Ã¬æ
Finance Leader in a High Growth Start Up
9ÃÞcêºÄËææɇ+ËÃÞ£ËÚ]æêÄæÞ=¬Ã¬æ

Richard Chamberlain, Director –
Head of Accountancy & Finance,
Brewster Partners

Finance Deal of the year
c©ÚÞ]×ÄÚɇY¬Ä¤êæËÃËæ¬õ=¬Ã¬æ
Finance Team of the year
9Ë¬Äæö¬ÄÄÚÞɆs¬½½Úü=¬Ã¬æÄ&ÚÄËÚ
%ËËæË&Ë
Outstanding Finance Leader of the year
ÄÄr½¬ɇCY&½Ë½ɒDË¬g;

Yorkshire

Finance
Leaders
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1. Congratulations on winning your
award. How did it feel to win?

%¬ÄÄ=Ú¬ÄDËÄVÚËĈæɒ
Public Sector Organisation

Kate Platts
c©]©Ć½Ë½½¤

Kate Platts (right) receiving her award
from Paula Barber of Brewster Partners

Finance
Leaders

WINNER

It was a real honour to be recognised
in this way and it’s a great personal
achievement for me. Initially I didn’t have
æ¬ÃæË¬¤Þææ©¬Ã×æɇÞJ£Þæ
ÃæËæ©Ë½½¤ÄÞËõÚüËÄ
needed to focus all of their attention
ËÄæ©æɉJÄÚĉæ¬ËÄ.öÄææËêÞ
this achievement as a springboard to
highlight the experience and skillset
needed to succeed within the further
education sector and break down the
Ãüæ©æ©æöËÚº¬Ä¤¬Äæ©ÄËæ£ËÚ×ÚËĈæ
and public sector is an easy option.

2. What are some of the biggest
©½½Ä¤Þąæ¬Ä¤æ©ÞæËÚ
at the moment and in the future?
JÄË£æ©¬¤¤ÞæÚ¬ÞºÞ¬Þ£êÄ¬Ä¤Ɍ
c©¬Þ©ÞÚÃ¬ÄÞææ¬Þ¬ÄǾǼǽǿö¬æ©
¬Äĉæ¬ËÄÄËæ¬Ä¤Úĉæ¬Äæ©£êÄ¬Ä¤
per student. The demographics of the
students has reduced year on year and
the increase in choice of educational
×ÚËõ¬ÚÞö¬æ©¬Äæ©½Ë½ÚɇËæ©
×ÚËõ¬©½½Ä¤Þ£ËÚc©]©Ć½
Ë½½¤æËÃ¬Äæ¬ÄÞæêÄæÄêÃÚÞɌ
Whilst we are leading the way linking
businesses and training at college to
meet expectations set by the government
ö¬æ©××ÚÄæ¬Þ©¬×Þɇæ©¬ÄæÚËêæ¬ËÄ
of the new ‘T’ level (technical) standards
within the curriculum could mean that
æ©Ë½½¤¬ÄąæËê½ËÃ×æ¬Ä¤
against itself for students.
With the introduction of the insolvency
Ú¤¬Ã¬ÄæËæ©£êÚæ©Úêæ¬ËÄÞæËÚɇ
the government has increased regulation
ÄËõÚÞ¬¤©æɇÃÄ¬Ä¤æ©æ£êÄÚÞ
want more insight into not only how the
funding is spent but also the return on
¬ÄõÞæÃÄæɇ¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤Ú×ËÚæ¬Ä¤ËÄÞË£æ
outcomes throughout the student’s
·ËêÚÄüÄËæ·êÞæÙê½¬Ĉæ¬ËÄËêæËÃÞ
at the end of the journey. This produces
Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ¬ÄÚÞ¬ÄÃ¬Ä¬ÞæÚæ¬õ
burden with more frequent reporting
schedules.
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3. Could you provide us some
insight into what has led you to
ËÃÞêÞÞ£ê½ĈÄÄ
leader within this sector?
sËÚº¬Ä¤ö¬æ©¬Äæ©ÄËæ£ËÚ×ÚËĈæÚÄ
can be challenging without that
single key driver to drive shareholder
õ½êɌ+ËöõÚɇææ©©ÚæË£õÚü
organisation is a common goal and
purpose that is shared from top to
ËææËÃÄæ©æɹÞÄË¬ąÚÄæ¬Äæ©
ÄËæ£ËÚ×ÚËĈæÄ×ê½¬ÞæËÚɌ
æc©]©Ć½Ë½½¤õÚü¬Þ¬ËÄ
made is set in the context of a desire
æË¬Ã×ÚËõæ©û×Ú¬ÄË£½ÚÄÚÞɬ
success is measured not only by students’
exam results but also by improving their
experience whilst at college.
]¬Ä.·Ë¬Äæ©Ë½½¤æ©Ú©õÄ
many challenges including continued
Þææ¬£êÄ¬Ä¤½õ½Þɇæ©©Ä¤¬Ä¤
Ë£Ùê½¬Ĉæ¬ËÄ£ÚÃöËÚºÞÄæ©
uncertainty facing the whole country
ö¬æ©Úû¬æɌ.Ã¬ÃÃÄÞ½ü×ÚËêË£ÄËæ
ËÄ½üæ©æÃæ©æ.½êææ©Ë½½¤
Þæą¬Ä¤ÄÚ½ö©Ë©õÞ©ËöÄ×ÞÞ¬ËÄɇ
ÚÞ¬½¬ÄɇÚ¬õÄËÃÃ¬æÃÄæɌ
.ÄÃüÚË½ɇ.©õæ©Ë××ËÚæêÄ¬æü
to lead by example and believe that
Ã×ËöÚ¬Ä¤Þæą¤æÞæ©ÞæËêæ
of them. I have restructured my
×ÚæÃÄæÞ¬ÄÞæÚæ¬Ä¤ææ©Ë½½¤
and believe that being open and honest
has ensured that my team were able
to embrace the change and rise to the
challenges faced each year.
.©õ©æËÃºÞËÃæËê¤©ɇ
unpopular decisions at times and
¬ÄõË½õ¬Ä¤Þæº©Ë½ÚÞɇÚ¤ê½æËÚÞÄ
£êÄÚÞɇ½½Ë£ö©ËÃ©õ¬ąÚÄæ
×Ú¬ËÚ¬æ¬ÞɇɌs©¬½Þææ©¬Þ©ÞÄ¬Ćê½æ
ææ¬ÃÞɇ.©õÄÞêÚæ©ææ©
students have remained at the
centre of every decision and kept an
Ë×ÄɇæÚÄÞ×ÚÄæ¬½Ë¤êö¬æ©½½
stakeholders to reach a successful
outcome.

4. What are some of your main
career achievements and why
are they important to you?
Y¬õ¬Ä¤æ©¬ÞöÚ©ÞÄËÄ
Ë£æ©Ãɉ½ËÄ¤ö¬æ©¬Ä¤ÄËÃ¬Äæ
ÞVÚÞ¬Äæ£ËÚ]©Ć½Ä¬ÞæÚ¬æ
.sɇ.ö¬½½æ©ÞËÄöËÃÄÞ¬Ä
æ©ÞË¬æüÞæÚææËÄËÃ¬Äæɇ
therefore I’m immensely proud of this.
I have been able to successfully
introduce and embed strong internal
assurance frameworks wherever I have
worked which was welcomed by the
organisations’ audit and risk assurance
committees and internal auditors.
s©Äæ]©Ć½+½½ÃgÄ¬õÚÞ¬æüɇÃü
æÃöËÄÞæą©¬õÃÄæɸæÃɹ
award for work winning a major national
teaching funding bid. I was proud of this
achievement because it demonstrated the
¬½¬æüË£ÃüæÃæËöËÚºąæ¬õ½üö¬æ©
ÄËÄɬĈÄÄ×ÚË£ÞÞ¬ËÄ½ÞæËąæ¬õ
in securing national bids and tenders. This
½ÞË©½×Ú¬Þæ©×ÚËĈ½Ë£æ©ĈÄÄ
æÃö¬æ©¬Äæ©gÄ¬õÚÞ¬æüÞ©Ëö¬Ä¤©Ëö
we added value to the organisation.

5. If you could give advice to a new
Finance Leader, what would it be?
I think to be successful you have to
have a ‘collegiate thinking ‘approach and
ÄæöËÚºæ½½½õ½Þö¬æ©£êÄÚÞɇ×ÚÞɇ
regulators across all sectors.
ËÄÞê½æö¬æ©Ëæ©ÚÞɇ½¬ÞæÄæËö©ææ©ü
©õæËÞüɇÃº×Ë×½£½õ½êæ½½
levels and make sure that they know that
æ©¬ÚË×¬Ä¬ËÄÞÃææÚɌ½öüÞ©õ½Ú
vision with strategic outcomes that you
have analysed and planned for as many
¬ąÚ¬Ä¤ËêæËÃÞÞ×ËÞÞ¬½ɸ]ÄÚ¬Ë
V½ÄÄ¬Ä¤ɹæõÚüÞæ¤Ɍ
=Þæ½üɇÞ½£ɬËÄĈÄæö¬æ©Ëêæ¬Ä¤
arrogant. Make sure that you disseminate
üËêÚ×½ÄÞ¬ÄËÄĈÄæÃÄÄÚö©¬©
leads everyone involved to believe in the
common goal and purpose set and they
feel a sense of ownership.

öööɌüĉöÚÞɌËɌêºɒö¬ÄÄÚÞ
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Finance
Leaders

1. Congratulations on winning
how did it feel to win the award?

Finance Leader in a Private or Family Owned Company

Steve Hammell
]©Ć½%ËÚ¤ÃÞæÚÞ.ÄæÚÄæ¬ËÄ½=æ

Steve Hammell (right) receiving
his award from Richard Chamberlain
of Brewster Partners

WINNER

%ÚËÃ×ÚÞËÄ½×ÚÞ×æ¬õ¬æ¬ÞõÚü
satisfying and it is always good to
Ú¬õûæÚÄ½ÚË¤Ä¬æ¬ËÄɌ+ËöõÚɇ
ö©ÄüËêÞæÄºɇüËê©õæË
recognise that the award is for the team
around you. The recognition is not only
ÞÚõ£ËÚæ©%¬ÄÄæÃêæ½ÞË
æ©ö¬ÚË×Úæ¬ËÄ½æÃæ]©Ć½
%ËÚ¤ÃÞæÚÞɇö©Ë©õ¤ËÄæ©ÚËê¤©
Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ×Ú¬ËË£©Ä¤ËõÚæ©
½ÞæǽȄÃËÄæ©ÞÄ©õÚÞ×ËÄæË
¬æõÚüËÄÞæÚêæ¬õ½üɌ.æ¬ÞÚĉæ¬ËÄ
of their hard work and commitment
ö©¬©¤¬õÞ%¬ÄÄæ©¬½¬æüÄæ©
space to do our job and to perform.

2. SFIL is a unique business – how has
your previous career set you up to
be successful in this business?
ûæÚÄ½Þæº©Ë½ÚËÃÃêÄ¬æ¬ËÄÞ¬Þ
Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ×ÚæË£ÃüÚË½æ]©Ć½
%ËÚ¤ÃÞæÚÞɌsÚÚ¬æ¬½Þê××½¬ÚæË
ÄêÃÚË£Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ×Ú¬ÃËÄæÚæËÚɹÞ
¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤YË½½ÞYËüɇ]üÞæÃÞ
ÄËº.ÄæÚÄæ¬ËÄ½ɇö©¬½Þæ.½ÞË
½æ©Ú½æ¬ËÄÞ©¬×Þö¬æ©ËêÚÄºÚÞɇ
auditors and wider advisory partners. In
¬æ¬ËÄɇæ©ËÃ×Äü¬Þ½Ú¤½üÃ×½Ëü
ËöÄɇö©¬©¬ÞÙê¬æêÄ¬Ùê£ËÚÞê©
capital intensive engineering business.
ÞÞê©ɇæ©ËÚÃ×©Þ¬ÞÞæ©
importance of regular shareholder and
Ã×½ËüÄ¤¤ÃÄæõ¬ËêÚÄÄê½
&ÄÚ½Cæ¬Ä¤ÄÚ¤ê½Ú×Ú£ËÚÃÄ
updates. I think the key aspect of the role
is balancing the interests and expectations
of these stakeholders. If I look back over
ÃüÚÚɇ¬æɹÞÃüõÚ¬º¤ÚËêÄ¬Ä
ËÚ×ËÚæĈÄÄɇËÃÃÚ¬½Äº¬Ä¤
ÄÄêÃÚË£%JÚË½Þɇ¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤æ©
V=Äõ¬ÚËÄÃÄæɇö©¬©©Þ¤¬õÄÃ
the broad grounding to be able to view
challenges from the perspective of others
and make judgements on that basis.
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3. What are some of the key
challenges that you face going
forwards at Forgemasters?
.ÄæÚÃÞË£½ËËº¬Ä¤£ËÚöÚɇæ©Ã¬Ä
½ËÄ¤ɬæÚÃ©½½Ä¤¬Þæ©¤Ä
condition of the plant and equipment on
site. Most visitors have a mixed reaction
to the site – whilst there is a ‘wow’ factor
in terms of sheer the scale of our
Ë×Úæ¬ËÄÞÄ×ÚËêæÞɇæ©Ú¬Þ½ÞË
recognition that some of the equipment
is very old. This has been a recurring
challenge for the business over the last
ǽǼüÚÞɇ¬ÄæÚÃÞË£×½Äæ×Ú£ËÚÃÄ
Äæ©¬Ã×æËÄĈÄÄ¬½ËêæËÃÞɇ
and has placed the business under
some pressure. Since I have been in the
êÞ¬ÄÞÞɇöɹõÄ½æËÚÄ¤Ëæ¬æ
a number of our material contracts and
Ú½¬õÞËÃË£æ©æÞ©ËÚæɬæÚÃ×ÚÞÞêÚɌ
JõÚæ©Ã¬êÃɬæÚÃɇöÚ×½ÄÄ¬Ä¤
for life beyond our current order book and
investing in new market and customer
Ë××ËÚæêÄ¬æ¬Þ£ËÚæ©ÄûæȁüÚÞɌüËÄ
æ©æö¬ÄËöɇöÚöËÚº¬Ä¤ö¬æ©ËêÚ
principal stakeholders to address the
ÚË½Ë£æ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞ¬ÄÞÚõ¬Ä¤½ËÄ¤Úɬ
æÚÃɇ©¬¤©Þ×¬Ĉæ¬ËÄÃÄê£æêÚ¬Ä¤
programmes and accessing capital to
ÚÄöËêÚ×½ÄæÄÙê¬×ÃÄæɌc©ËÚ
is absolutely committed to developing
½ËÄ¤ɬæÚÃÞêÞæ¬Ä½êÞ¬ÄÞÞ£ËÚ
æ©ÄĈæË£½½Ë£ËêÚÞæº©Ë½ÚÞɇ
customers and their employees.

4. What have you learnt since taking
on this role?
JÄË£æ©ºü½ÚÄ¬Ä¤Þ¬Äæ©¬ÞÚË½
has been the importance of placing
æÚêÞæ¬ÄËæ©ÚÞɇ¬Ä½ê¬Ä¤ËêÚûæÚÄ½
Þæº©Ë½ÚÞɇö©Ë©õæÚæêÞõÚü
well and supported the business. In return
£ËÚæ©ææÚêÞæɇæ©Ú¬ÞÚÙê¬ÚÃÄææË
communicate openly and honestly and
deliver on the promises that we make.
cËËæ©¬ÞɇöÃêÞæ½ÞË×½æÚêÞæ¬Ä
ËêÚæÃÞÄ×Ë×½ɇæËÞê××ËÚæêÞ¬Ä
delivering on those promises. It is very
much the case in an organisation of this
size that you cannot do it all yourself and
must harness the energy and pride of
all of our people.

5. What are some of the headline
changes you have embarked
on as a business since you
started your role?
Short termɫc©ĈÚÞæºüË·æ¬õöÞ
æËÞæ¬½¬Þæ©ĈÄÄ¬½×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄË£æ©
business. We were able to reduce our debt
½õ½£ÚËÃʋȀǽÃæËʋǾǼÃö¬æ©¬ÄȂÃËÄæ©Þ
through renegotiation of our key contracts
and to extend our banking facilities to
support the development of the business.
Medium term – The focus has been on
what we have termed our ‘Transformation
V½Äɹö©¬©©ÞÄêÃÚË£Þ×æÞɌ%¬ÚÞæ
¬Þ×ÚËÞÞË£ÞæÚÄ¤æ©Ä¬Ä¤ËêÚê½æêÚɇ
focussing on organisational structure and
ÚË½ÞɇæËÃºæ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞÃËÚêÞæËÃÚ
ÄæÚ¬Ɍ]ËÄ½üɇö©õËÃÃÄ
a major capital expenditure programme
to improve plant reliability and drive
continuous improvement operationally.
%¬Ä½½üɇöÚÚÞÞ¬Ä¤ËêÚËÞæ
competitiveness to enable entry in new
ÃÚºæÞɌJÄË£æ©ºü×ÚË·æÞÃ
ö¬æ©¬ÄcÚÄÞ£ËÚÃæ¬ËÄɇö©¬©.Ã½¬Ä¤ɇ
¬Þæ©¬Ã×½ÃÄææ¬ËÄË£ÄöYVÞüÞæÃɌ
It is progressing well and we are looking
æË¤Ë½¬õÚ½ü¬Äæ©DöyÚö©¬©ö¬½½
êÄ½ËºÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæÄĈæÞ£ËÚæ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞɌ
Longer termɫVÚËÃËæ¬Ä¤æ©½ËÄ¤ɬæÚÃ
success of the business is central to
æ©ËÚɹÞÞæÚæ¤ü£ËÚ%ËÚ¤ÃÞæÚÞɇ
to position the business as the premier
ÃÄê£æêÚÚË£ê½æÚɬ©õü£ËÚ¤¬Ä¤Þ
and castings for the world’s most
demanding applications.

6. What role does knowing that
you have a good team behind
you play in running a successful
ĈÄÄ£êÄæ¬ËÄɍ
+ËöûæÚÄ½½ü£ËêÞÞæ©ÚË½¬Þɇ
including how much time goes into our
ûæÚÄ½¤ËõÚÄÄö¬æ©Þæº©Ë½ÚÞɇ
you do need a good team who can
©Ä½æ©ËÚĈÄÄ£êÄæ¬ËÄÞɌc©¬Þ
¬Ä½êÞÞËÃË£ËêÚÞ¬ĈÄÄ¬½
×ÚËÞÞ¬Ä¤ɇæÚÞêÚüÃÄ¤ÃÄæɇÞ
well as producing reliable management
information on time. That is critically
important to support the rest of the
operation in the challenges that we face
and also in serving the governance needs
of our stakeholders. It is critical that I am
able to rely on that team of people.
öööɌüĉöÚÞɌËɌêºɒö¬ÄÄÚÞ
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Finance Leader in a PLC

Kris Lee
Card Factory PLC

Kris Lee (left) receiving his award from
Matt Davies of Lockton Companies

WINNER

Finance
Leaders
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1. Congratulations on winning your
award for the overall Plc Yorkshire
Finance Leader 2019. How did it
feel to win the award?

3. Could you provide us some
insight into what has led you
to become a successful
ĈÄÄ½Úɍ

5. What are some of the biggest
©½½Ä¤Þąæ¬Ä¤æ©Úæ¬½
sector at the moment and in
the future?

It was a pleasant surprise. Throughout
my career I have tended to stay away
from the limelight and keep the focus on
delivering things but after putting a lot
Ë£ąËÚæ¬ÄËõÚæ©üÚÞ¬æöÞÚ½½ü
nice to be recognised and be told you
are doing a good job. So although it isn’t
usually my thing I was still really pleased
that someone had picked up the phone
ÄÚ£ÚÚÃɇÄææÚÞæ¬½½æ©æ.
went on to win.

In my junior career I set myself up to
½¬õ¬ÄǿºüÃÞÞ¤ÞɌs©ÄüËêÚ
ÞºæËËÞËÃæ©¬Ä¤ɇÃºÞêÚüËê
ÚËÄ½üÞºËÄɇÃºÞêÚ¬æ¬ÞËÄ
time and make sure it is accurate. Those
ǿæ©¬Ä¤Þ.©õ½öüÞêÞÞÃÄæ½
ÄÞË£ÚɚæËê©öËËɉɛæ©ü©õ½öüÞ
öËÚº£ËÚÃɌs©Äæêö½½&ÚËê×ɇ
ö©¬©©õÚü£Þæ×ê½æêÚɇ
where a number of my colleagues have
¤ËÄËÄæËÞêÞÞ£ê½ÚË½Þɇ.öËÚº
with Matt Moulding who founded The
+êæ&ÚËê×ɇÄ.öËÚºö¬æ©V©¬½¬×
üæsCö©Ë©ÞÃ©¬Þö½æ©
from nothing to becoming a billionaire.
Working with these people gets you very
challenged in terms of your thinking.
c©öü.æÚüæËæ©¬Äº¬ÞÄËæ·êÞæĈÄÄ
¬æ¬Þæê½½üËÃÃÚ¬½ɇÄ©ËöæËæÚü
and make money or how to make the
êÞ¬ÄÞÞÃËÄüɌ=ËËº¬Ä¤ææ©ĈÄÄ¬½
side sometimes holds you back when
¬æËÃÞæËæ©ËÃÃÚ¬½ɇɸõ½êɹ
side of things. Most people don’t want
ÄêÃÚÚêÄ©ÚËÚ%Jɇæ©üÄ
someone who has more to add than just
the numbers side.

×Úæ£ÚËÃ£öüÚÞËêæ.©õÞ×Äæ
ǾǼüÚÞ¬ÄÚæ¬½Ɍc©¬¤©Ä¤¬Þæ©æ
online has become a much bigger part
of retailing. I think customers are a lot
ÃËÚÞõõüɇæ©üêÄÚÞæÄ½ËæÃËÚ
Ëêææ©ÃÚºæɬö©Ú×ÚËêæÞÚ
ÞËêÚ£ÚËÃɇæ©æ©¬½×¬æ©æ¬Þ
associated with products especially after
YÄV½āË½½×Þ¬Ä¤¬ÄÄ¤½Þ©ɇ
Äæ©cāÚÄĈÚɌsÚËõ¬ËêÞ½ü
Þ¬Ä¤ÄËöö¬æ©£Þ©¬ËÄÚæ¬½ɇ£Þæ
fashion coming under more pressure
¬ÄæÚÃÞË£æ©Äõ¬ÚËÄÃÄæɌYæ¬½¬Þ¬Ä
æ©Þ×Ëæ½¬¤©æɇÄö¬æ©æ©©½½Ä¤Þ
ËÄæ©ºË£æ©ÃÚ¤ÄË£ËÄ½¬Äɇ
footfall has declined by a few percent
per year. We have seen consolidation of
the retail sector. There have been a lot
Ë£Úæ¬½ÚÞ¤Ë¬Ä¤¬ÄæËÃ¬Ä¬ÞæÚæ¬ËÄɇ
Äö¬æ©æ©½¬ºÞË£sCËÚC¬ºÞ©½ü
êü¬Ä¤ê×æ©Þ¬ÞæÚÞÞÚæ¬½ÚÞɇ
the space for successful retailers is
becoming a narrower market. I think
most retailers now are trying to do other
things e.g. Timpsons as an example
ÄËöË×©ËæË×Ú¬ÄæÄ¬V©ËÄÞÚÄ
Ú×½ÃÄæÞɇÞË½ËæÃËÚõÚ¬æüË£
things to help footfall back into the store.

2. What are some of your main
career achievements, and why
were they important to you?
.£ö½ËËºæsCö©Ú.öÞËõÚȂ
üÚ×Ú¬Ëɇö¤Úöæ©×ÚËĈæüȁæ¬ÃÞ
ö©æ¬æöÞɫ£ÚËÃʋǾǼÃ¬½½¬ËÄæ©ÚËê¤©
æËʋǽǼǼÃ¬½½¬ËÄɌ.Ùê¬Úȁ¬ąÚÄæ
businesses while I was there. I have done
ÃÄüêÞ¬ÄÞÞÙê¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄÞɬËÄË£æ©
Ùê¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄÞ¬ÄõË½õǾÞæ¬ÄæÞË£ȀȄ©ËêÚÞ
Äæ©Äæ©½£½½öüɌǾȀ©ËêÚÞ½æÚ
ÄËæ©ÚȀȄ©ËêÚÞæË¤æ½¤Úæ
ȁÃɌcÚü¬Ä¤æËË½Þ½¬ºæ©æÚÄËæ
easy things to do and turn around within
a couple of weeks from the beginning
of the process to agreeing the deal.
I think through that acquisition and others
turning a loss making business into a
ÞêÞæÄæ¬½½ü×ÚËĈæ½êÞ¬ÄÞÞɇ¬ÞÞæ¬½½
ËÄË£æ©¬¤¤Þæ©¬õÃÄæÞɌº
æËæ©Ú½üüÞË£Ú½üÞ¬ÄǾǼǼǼɇ
.öËÚºö¬æ©9Ë©ÄrÚ½üæËæÚüæË¤æ
Þ¬¤ÄËąæËÚË½½ËêæÄ]Vê¤æÄ
£ËÚÞæ¬Ä¤ÞüÞæÃɇö©¬©öÞæ©ĈÚÞæ
budget and forecasting system that
æ©Ú½üÞ¤ÚËê×©ɌcË©õÚ½½¬
ÚËêÄæ©%ɹÞæÚ½üÞææ©æ¬Ã
and turn this into a successful roll out
ÚËÞÞæ©ö©Ë½Ë£Ú½üÞöÞÃ·ËÚ
©¬õÃÄæææ©æ¬ÃɌgÞê½½ü¬ÄÃü
career I have tried to steer a number of
êÞ¬ÄÞÞÞËêæË£Ã¬Ä¬ÞæÚæ¬ËÄɇêæ
the one time I was on the other side with
½½Þ×ËÚæÞɇ.¤Ëæ½æËÞ½½æ©æêÞ¬ÄÞÞ
ö©¬©öÞÄɹææºÄ¬Ä¬æ¬½½üɇæ©Ä
number of years later it ended up towards
Ã¬Ä¬ÞæÚæ¬ËÄɇ¬ÞæÚÞÞɌcÚü¬Ä¤æË½
with that eventually got the sale of that
öüɇ¬æöÞÙê¬æ¬¤æ©¬Ä¤Ɍ

4. How has the retail sector evolved
since you started working in the
industry?
The important bit for us is who and where
is a card buying customer. Wherever they
are we need to make sure we can get
a proposition in front of them and that
does not always mean through all of our
ÞæËÚÞɌs©õæÚ¬æË¬õÚÞ¬£üɇ¤Ɍü
×ÚæÄÚ¬Ä¤ö¬æ©½¬ɇÄ£ËêÞÞËÄ
æ©¬Ã×ê½Þêü£ËÚæ©¬Ä¬õ¬ê½ɇ¤Ɍ
someone has forgotten a birthday. This
is important to us in terms of how we
¬ÄÚÞÃÚºæÞ©ÚɌ%ËÚêÞæÚ
%æËÚüɇ½Þæ¬¬æüÃÄ¬ÞÚ½æ¬õ½ü
½Ëöɬ¬£¬æɹÞCËæ©ÚɹÞüɇÞÄûÃ×½ɇ
ÃËÞæ×Ë×½öËê½×üȅȅ×£ËÚÚ
£ËÚæ©¬ÞËÞ¬ËÄɇÞË.Ëæ©¬Äºæ©Ú¬Þ
½ËöÚ¬Ã×æ£ËÚêÞæ©ÄËæ©ÚÚæ¬½ÚÞɇÞË
I think that is where the business is fairly
resilient compared to some other retailers.

6. If you could give advice to a new
FD or CFO, what would it be?
.£üËêɹÚöËÚº¬Ä¤ö¬æ©J¬æɹÞËêæ
trying to tune into the end game of
ö©æ¬Þ©¬ÄÚÙêÞæɇÞËÚæ©Úæ©Ä
someone explaining what they need to
do it’s trying to tune into how they are
thinking commercially and bring your
own views to the table. If you can tune
into that and you are on the same page
Þæ©öüæ©üÚæ©¬Äº¬Ä¤ɇÚæ©Úæ©Ä
·êÞæÚêÄ©¬Ä¤æ©ÄêÃÚÞɇæ©æö¬½½©½×
üËêõ½Ë×¬ÄæËææÚ%ËÚ%JɌ.
am also proud in terms of the number of
individuals that have worked for me in the
past that have since gone on to be very
ÞêÞÞ£ê½%JɹÞɌ

öööɌüĉöÚÞɌËɌêºɒö¬ÄÄÚÞ
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1. Congratulations on winning
the award for international
ĈÄÄ½Úɇ©Ëö¬¬æ£½
to win the award?

Finance Leader in an International Company

Spencer Morris

Finance
Leaders

WINNER

I was delighted to be involved in the process
and even more delighted to have won.
It was a fantastic experience and a real
©¬õÃÄæɇÞËÃæ©¬Ä¤.ÃõÚü×ÚËêË£Ɍ

J Marr (Seafood) Limited
2. What are some of the key
challenges that are facing the
international business climate?

Spencer Morris (left) receiving
his award from Andrew Northage
of Walker Morris

9CÚÚɚ]£ËËÞɛ=ææÚÞÃ¬Ä½ü¬ÄæË
sÞæ£Ú¬ɌÞ¤½Ë½æÚ¬Ä¤êÞ¬ÄÞÞ
operating in fast moving markets we
face multiple challenges on a daily basis
ö©¬©ÄÚÄ¤£ÚËÃæÚĈÄÄ
ÞË½êæ¬ËÄÞɇ£ËÚ¬¤ÄêÚÚÄüÄ£ËÚ¬¤Ä
êÚÚÄüÃÄ¤ÃÄæɇæ©ÚËê¤©æË
political and economic challenges in the
æÚÚ¬æËÚ¬ÞöË×ÚæɌ;×¬Ä¤ËÄæË×
of those kinds of challenges within the
ĈÄÄÚÄÄõÚü¬Ćê½æÄ
it is vital that we stay abreast with any
new rules in the countries that we trade
ö¬æ©ɇÞê©ÞÄö¬Ã×ËÚæÚÙê¬ÚÃÄæÞɇ
whilst at the same time juggling inbound
payments and monitoring sanctions and
compliance issues.

3. How has the seafood industry
evolved since you started working
in that industry?
9CÚÚɚ]£ËËÞɛ=æ¬ÞæÚ¬Ä¤
ËÃ×ÄüÞ×¬½¬Þ¬Ä¤¬ÄV½¤¬ĈÞ©
æÚ¬ÄæËsÞæ£Ú¬ɇÞË¬ąÚÄææË
other seafood processing companies
Ë×Úæ¬Ä¤ö¬æ©¬Äæ©g;Ɍ
s¬æ©¬ÄÃüæ¬ÃöËÚº¬Ä¤ö¬æ©9CÚÚɇ
the international trading environment
©Þ©Ä¤Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ½üɇËÃ¬Ä¤
ÃËÚ£Þæ×ɇÄö¬æ©ÃËÚ
ËÃ×½¬ææÚÄÞæ¬ËÄÞɇɌ¤ɌËÄ
êÚÚÄüÃÄ¤ÃÄæɇÞææêæÞÄ
compliance. The continuing globalisation
of international trading markets has led to
a speeding up and greater complexity of
Ë¬Ä¤êÞ¬ÄÞÞ¬Äæ©ÞËêÄæÚ¬ÞɇÄö
have to keep on top of this at all times.
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4. What are some of your main
career achievements and why
are they important to you?
Throughout my career I have always
been keen to keep on developing myself.
Since leaving university my aim was to
×¬¤ÚÃüröËÚº¬Ä¤£ËÚ½ê©¬×
ËÃ×Ä¬ÞɇÄÄËöö¬æ©¬Äæ©ÚË½æ
J Marr I have endeavoured to understand
all aspects of the business so I can
operate at a strategic and operational
½õ½ɇêÄÚÞæÄ¬Ä¤æ©æ¬½Þö½½
as the bigger picture.
æõÚüÞæ¤Ë£ÃüÚÚ.©õæÚ¬
to get as much experience as possible.
%ËÚûÃ×½ö©Ä.öÞ¬ÄÃüõÚüĈÚÞæ
æÚ¬Ä¬Ä¤ËÄæÚæɇ.©£ê½½ÚÞ×ËÄÞ¬¬½¬æü
for the accounts and management
ËêÄæ¬Ä¤Ë£æ©ËÃ×Äü.öËÚº£ËÚɇ
æ©Ä.ÃËõËÄæËDËÚæ©ÚÄ%ËËÞÄ
%¬½Vº¤¬Ä¤&ÚËê×Ɍ.ÄõËêÚ
to have as much involvement with the
commercial side of the business as
×ËÞÞ¬½Äæ%¬½Vº¤¬Ä¤Ä.öÞ
¤¬õÄÚÞ×ËÄÞ¬¬½¬æü£ËÚÃüËöÄĈÚÞæÞ¬æɌ
æõÚüÞæ¤Ë£ÃüÚÚ.©õ¤¬Ä
more commercial experience and more
responsibility in addition to the traditional
ĈÄÄÚË½Ä½¬Ä¤ÃæËæºÃËÚ
æ¬õÄÞæÚæ¤¬ÚË½Ɍæ9CÚÚɇæ©Ú
are a wide range of duties to get involved
ö¬æ©ËêæÞ¬Ë£æ©ĈÄÄÚÄɬ£ÚËÃ
ËÃÃÚ¬½ÃææÚÞæË.cɇÄVÚÞËÄÄ½Ɍ

5. If you could give any advice to a
new FD or CFO what would it be?
Cüõ¬£ËÚÄö½ü××Ë¬Äæ%ËÚ
%JöËê½æË¬ÃÃÚÞæ©ÃÞ½õÞ
within the business and understand all
Þ×æÞË£æ©ËÚ¤Ä¬Þæ¬ËÄÞË×Úæ¬ËÄÞɇ
Ä£æÚË¬Ä¤æ©ææ©%ËÚ%Jö¬½½
be able to put their own stamp on the
business doing the things they want to
do in the way they want to do them.
ÃËÚÄ%¬ÄÄ½Ú¬ÄæËüɹÞ
global economy has to be on top of
õÚüæ©¬Ä¤ɇºÄËöõÚüæ©¬Ä¤ɇÄË×Úæ
æÞËÃÄü¬ąÚÄæ½õ½ÞɌc©ÃËÚÄ
ĈÄÄ½Ú©ÞæË½æË¬ÄæÚæ
with many stakeholders outside of the
æÚ¬æ¬ËÄ½ĈÄÄÚÄæË¬Ä½ê×Úæ¬Þ
like customers and suppliers etc – to
ÃºÞêÚæ©ææ©ĈÄÄ£êÄæ¬ËÄÞæ
supports the business from a strategic
as well as operationally.
cË×Ú×©ÚÞ]æ×©ÄYËõüɫÞ
%ËÚ%JüËêÄæËĈÄüËêÚõË¬
Ä¬ÄÞ×¬ÚËæ©ÚÞæËĈÄæ©¬ÚÞɇæË
create value and optimal returns for the
business.

.½¬õæ©ææËÚËêÄĈÄÄ
½ÚɇüËêÄæË¤ËöüüËÄæ©
æÚ¬æ¬ËÄ½ĈÄÄÚË½Ɍ.ÄæËüɹÞöËÚ½ɇ
ĈÄÄ½ÚÞÄɹæ·êÞæËêÄæÄæÞ
anymore. You have to have as much
commercial experience over as many
¬ąÚÄæÚÞÞ×ËÞÞ¬½ö¬æ©¬Äæ©
business so that you can understand
exactly what is going on and you can
lead a team successfully. The only way
to do that is to get experience and meet
ËÄæ¬Äê©½½Ä¤Þö¬æ©¬Äæ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞɇ
¬Ä½ËæÞË£¬ąÚÄæÚÞɇÞËæ©æüËêÄ
fully understand the business.

öööɌüĉöÚÞɌËɌêºɒö¬ÄÄÚÞ
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Finance Leader in a High Growth Start Up

James Tucknott
Homes for Students Limited

James Tucknott (left) receiving
his award from Andrew Rayment
of Walker Morris

WINNER
1. Congratulations on winning your
award for the High Growth Start
Up, Yorkshire Finance Leader 2019.
How did it feel to win the award?

3. Could you provide us some
insight into what has led you to
ËÃÞêÞÞ£ê½ĈÄÄ
leader?

5. What are some of the key things
you have you learned since you
æËËºüËêÚĈÚÞæ%·Ëæ©æüËêÄËö
apply in your current role?

Þæ©ËÃ×æ¬æ¬ËÄöÞæËê¤©ÄÞË
many applicants I considered making
it through to the awards evening an
achievement in itself. I am very proud
to win the award and to be recognised
by my peers and feel this is also a
Úĉæ¬ËÄË£ÃüæÃæ+ËÃÞ£ËÚ
Students who have supported me and
æ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞËõÚæ©½ÞæȀüÚÞɌ

In order to be successful it is important
to have a successful business plan
ÄæÃË£¬ÚæËÚÞö©Ë©½½Ä¤
one another and to drive the business
£ËÚöÚö¬æ©Äö¬Þɇ¬ÄõÞæÃÄæÄ
¬ÄÄËõæ¬ËÄÞÄÞê××ËÚæüËêÚĈÄÄ
team who have reacted well to change and
expansion and the pressures this involves.

c©¬Þ¬ÞÃüĈÚÞæ%ÚË½©ËöõÚ.½¬õ¬æ¬Þ
important to draw on previous experiences.

2. What are some of your main
career achievements, and why
were they important to you?
I have been involved throughout my
career in a number of high growth
businesses and have been fortuitous
in that I have been involved in two
ÞæÚæɬê×Þæ©æ¤ÚöæËǾǼÃæêÚÄËõÚ
ö¬æ©¬ÄȁüÚÞö©¬©×ÚÞÄæ©½½Ä¤Þ
and opportunities. Some important
©¬õÃÄæÞÚɆ
õ½Ë×¬Ä¤êÞ¬ÄÞÞ×½ÄÃË½ÞÄ
managing complex processes and
Þ©ɬĉËöÞÚËÞÞÃê½æ¬×½êÞ¬ÄÞÞ
streams in order to ensure the business
is sustainable.
Mentoring and training others in our
teams with roadmaps to development
to suit the individual in order to promote
ö½½¬Ä¤Ä£ËÞæÚ¤ËËÞæąÚæÄæ¬ËÄɌ

4. You have extensive experience
in a start-up business – what has
this experience taught you about
¬Ä¤ÞêÞÞ£ê½ĈÄÄ½Ú
within a new business?
I am lucky that I have worked with a
number of entrepreneurs and so have
always been empowered to work at a fast
pace. The key is to stay calm and never
panic and to ensure that you plan ahead
to cope with the business growth ahead.
I have learnt it’s a balance of ensuring
a focus on today but planning for
tomorrow so that resources and systems
can cope with expected expansion
balanced against forecasted overhead.
%ÚÙêÄæÚ×ËÚæ¬Ä¤ÄÚɬ£ËÚÞæ¬Ä¤
of performance to key stakeholders is
essential so that business decisions can
be made promptly and reliable.

Stay calm at all times – never panic;
V½Ä©ÄÃËÄ¬æËÚ¤¬ÄÞæ
robust business plan;
Invest in new technology and software
to keep at the forefront of the industry;
VËË½æ©û×Úæ¬ÞË£æ©×Ë×½
around me.

6. What advice would you give to
an FD to be successful in a new
start up business?
It is important to be resilient and adaptable
as there are an array of challenges and
demands that can be placed on you at any
one time as the business grows at such
×Ɍ©½½Ä¤üËêÚÞ½£ÄËÄɹæ
afraid to step out of your comfort zone and
always look for continuous improvements
æË©½×Ú¬õĆ¬Ä¬ÞɌ

YÞÚ©¬Ä¤Ä¬Ã×½ÃÄæ¬Ä¤
systems and technology to improve the
Þ×ÄĆ¬ÄüË£æ©Ë×Úæ¬ËÄÞɌ

öööɌüĉöÚÞɌËɌêºɒö¬ÄÄÚÞ
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1. What do you think has been your
biggest challenge in your career so
far, and how did you overcome it?

Finance Deal of the Year

Theresa Spencer
Ring Automotive Limited

Theresa Spencer (right) receiving her
award from Dan Brookes of BDO

WINNER

The biggest challenge for me so far was
ÃËõ¬Ä¤¬ÄæËÃüĈÚÞæ%JÚË½æVÚÞÙɌ
.æöÞ½ÞËÃüĈÚÞæû×Ú¬ÄË£öËÚº¬Ä¤
¬Ä×Ú¬õæÙê¬æüÄõ¬ÚËÄÃÄæɌ%ÚËÃ
day one I felt like I had suddenly been
×ÚË×½½¬ÄæËæ©Ú½ɇÚööËÚ½Ë£
ÚêÄÄ¬Ä¤Ä]CɌCËÞææ©¬Ä¤Þ.¬¬Ä
the early days I had never done before
Ɍ¤ɌÚĈÄÄ¬Ä¤ɇÙê¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄÞɇÃÄ¤¬Ä¤
covenants and investor relationships.
It was both exhilarating and terrifying
in equal measures. I relied heavily on
my network throughout the learning
êÚõɫüËêÄ½öüÞĈÄÞËÃËÄ
ö©Ë©ÞËÄ¬æ£ËÚɉ.Þº½ËÞ
of possibly stupid questions (without
apology) and followed my instincts. I also
ÄÞêÚ.öÞÞê××ËÚæü¤Úæ%
ÄæÃɇÄöæº½æ©½ÚÄ¬Ä¤Þ
æË¤æ©ÚɌ=ËËº¬Ä¤ºɇ¬æöÞÚ¬æ¬½
personal growth stage for me and one
I will always be glad I embraced.

2. What would you say are the key
tools and strategies for driving
£ËÚöÚĈÄÄ¬½×Ú£ËÚÃÄ
in a business?
It is critical to understand the quality
of your top line sales and what the main
Ú¬õÚÞË£üËêÚ×ÚËĈæ¬½¬æüÚɌ=ËöÃÚ¤¬Ä
“vanity” sales with high cost to serve
ö¬½½Ú¬ÄêÞ¬ÄÞÞɇ×Úæ¬ê½Ú½ü¬£æ©
Þ½ÞÚÄËæÚ×æ½Ɍ&ËËÙê½¬æü
MI which helps to highlight the variation
in underlying sustainability is essential.
I would also say that having routine and
regular forward forecasting disciplines
is important. The earlier you can identify
ö©æÃü½¬©ɇæ©ÃËÚæ¬ÃüËê
©õæËæÄÃ¬æ¬¤æɌc©¬ÞËÄ½üöËÚºÞɇ
©ËöõÚɇ¬£×ÚË·æ¬ËÄÞÚÞÃËÚ
ËÄÚ½¬æüæ©Ä£½Þ©Ë×ɉ
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3. What do you think is the most
challenging thing about being a
Finance Director in the current
economic and political climate?
%ËÚÃæ©êÚÚÄæ½õ½Ë£êÄÚæ¬Äæü
within the economic and political
landscape is unprecedented and brings a
ö©Ë½Äö½õ½Ë£©½½Ä¤£ËÚ%¬ÄÄ
¬ÚæËÚÞÄ¬Ä½½êÞ¬ÄÞÞ½ÚÞɌ
Y¬ÞºÃÄ¤ÃÄæ¬ÞÚ¬æ¬½×ÚæË£æ©
%ÚË½ÄæÚü¬Ä¤æË×Ú×ÚüËêÚêÞ¬ÄÞÞ
for a variety of high impact scenarios that
Ú©¬¤©½üÞ×ê½æ¬õ¬Þ¬Ćê½æɇæ¬Ã
consuming and potentially costly.

4. How do you feel the roles of
FD’s and CFO’s have changed
over the last 5 years?
.ÄÃüû×Ú¬Äæ©Ú©ÞĈÄ¬æ½üÄ
Þ©¬£ææËöÚÞĈÄÄ¬½½ÚÞ×½ü¬Ä¤
a more commercial and strategic role
¬ÄêÞ¬ÄÞÞɌ.æ¬ÞÄË½ËÄ¤ÚÞêĆ¬ÄææË
just be the gatekeeper ensuring the past
¬ÞÚ×ËÚæêÚæ½üɌÄ%ö©Ë©Þ
empathy for the trading side of a business
ÄËąÚêÄ¬Ùê×ÚÞ×æ¬õËÄÞæÚæ¤¬
direction and investment opportunities.
I feel there is increasing headroom for
ö½½ɬÚËêÄ%ɹÞɇÞ×¬½½üæ©ËÞö¬æ©
ÞæÚËÄ¤½õ½ÞË£ÃËæ¬ËÄ½¬Äæ½½¬¤Äɇ
to play a part in business leadership.

5. What do you predict are the
key developments and trends
we will see in your sector in the
next 12 months?
êÞæËÃÚÞ¬Äæ©êæËÃËæ¬õ£æÚÃÚºæ
are continuing to consolidate which
will put increasing pressure on suppliers.
There is also a growing on line market
ö©¬©¬ÞÃº¬Ä¤¬æÃËÚ¬Ćê½æ£ËÚ
traditional players to compete and
maintain market share. The need to
ËÄæ¬Äê½½üÄËÄÞ¬ÞæÄæ½ü¬ÄÄËõæɇö¬æ©
Ùê½¬æüɇæÞ×ö¬½½ËÃÃËÚÚ¬æ¬½Ɍ
+ËöõÚɇÞæ©ÚÄË£ËÄÄæÚÞɇ
½æÚ¬õ©¬½ÞɇêæËÄËÃËêÞÚ¬õ¬Ä¤
develops I would expect new opportunities
for relevant solutions to emerge.

6. How do you anticipate your role
will change and develop over the
next 12 months?
c©ÄûæǽǾɬǽȄÃËÄæ©Þö¬½½õÚü
û¬æ¬Ä¤æ¬Ã£ËÚY¬Ä¤ɇ£Ë½½Ëö¬Ä¤æ©
Ùê¬Þ¬æ¬ËÄüJÞÚÃ¬ÄCüɸǽȅɌc©Ú
ö¬½½Þ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ£ËêÞËÄ¬Äæ¤Úæ¬ËÄ
activities and realisation of growth
ÞüÄÚ¤¬ÞɌY¬Ä¤ö¬½½©õÃê©¬¤¤Ú
role to play in developing and executing
ÄËÄɬê½×ÚËêæÞæÚæ¤üæ©æÄ
support global expansion for the combined
JÞÚÃɒY¬Ä¤êÞ¬ÄÞÞɌc©%ö¬½½ÄæË
Þê××ËÚæÄ£¬½¬æææ©¬ÞɌc©ĈÄÄ¬½
ÄæÚ¬Ä¤×ÚËĈ½Ë£æ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞö¬½½
undoubtedly change as part of this.
c©%ö¬½½ÄæËÄÞêÚæ©½ÄË£
investment and return is tightly managed
Äæ©ææ©Äö×ÚËĈ½¬ÞÞæÚËÄ¤Ä
sustainable.

7. What qualities do you think you
need to be a successful FD and
leader of a team?
I think empathy and emotional intelligence
ÚºüæËË×æ¬Ã¬Þ¬Ä¤ÞÄ%ÄÞ
½ÚɌgÄÚÞæÄ¬Ä¤ÄÚË¤Ä¬Þ¬Ä¤
¬ąÚÄæ©ÚæÚÞɇ©õ¬ËêÚÞɇ
üÄÃ¬ÞɇÄõ¬ÚËÄÃÄæÞÄæ©Ä
adjusting your own approach to maximise
üËêÚ½õ½Ë£¬ÄĉêÄÄÚ½½üÃº
¬ąÚÄɌyËê½ÞËÄæË×ææ
ÞêÚÚËêÄ¬Ä¤üËêÚÞ½£ö¬æ©û×ÚæÞɇÞææ¬Ä¤
the agenda and then delivering through
æ©×Ë×½ɌÞüËê×ÚË¤ÚÞÞüËêÄɹæ
æ©û×ÚæËÄõÚüæ©¬Ä¤ɇÄüËêÄɹæ
Ë¬æ½½üËêÚÞ½£ɌyËêËɇ©ËöõÚɇÄæË
know enough to spot at a high level when
ÞËÃæ©¬Ä¤¬ÞÄËæÚ¬¤©æɌDËæÄÞü½Ä
êæõÚü¬Ã×ËÚæÄæɉs©Ä¬æËÃÞæËüËêÚ
team it’s about being clear on expectations
but also listening and supporting. There
ö¬½½ÃÄü¬ąÚÄæ¬Ä¬õ¬ê½Þö©ËÚ
ÃËæ¬õæ¬Ä¬ąÚÄæöüÞɌ.£üËêÃÄ¤
æ©Ã¬ÄɸËÄÞ¬āĈæÞ½½ɹÃÄÄÚɇüËê
won’t unlock their full potential.
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ǽɌ +Ëö¬üËêĈÄæ©×ÚËÞÞÄ
what has it meant for the team?

Finance Team of the Year

Greencore
Food to Go
Catherine Bradshaw and some of the Greencore Food to Go
team receiving their award from Paul Davies of BDO

WINNER

c©êÄ¬Ùê×ÚæËêææ©&ÚÄËÚæÃ
¬Þæ©æ¬æ¬ÞÞ×ÚÚËÞÞæ©g;ɇö¤æ
together every so often but not to present
a piece of work like we did to a panel.
The team took each of the questions
ÞÚ¬ËêÞ½üɌc©üæ©Ëê¤©æËêæ¬æɇ×Ú×Ú
£ËÚ¬æɇÄæ©ü¬Äæ¬Ĉ©Ë£æ©æÃ
members that would present during the
×ÚËÞÞɌc©ü×êææ©¬ÚÞæ£ËËæ£ËÚöÚɇ
so would have been disappointed if
they had not won. It was recognised as
Ã·ËÚ©¬õÃÄæ£ËÚæ©æÃɇÄ
it was great for them to be involved in
Äû½½Äæɇ¬ÄêÞæÚüɬÞ×¬ĈöÚÞ
process as there are not many around
æ©æÚÙê¬æ½¬ºæ©y%=öÚÞɌ
c©æÃÚÚ¬½½¬ÄæɇÄö¤Ëæ
so many messages of support and
congratulations from across the
business. It went all over our intranet
Ä=¬Äº.ÄÄ&ÚÄËÚ¬Þ×ÚËêË£
the team. This is a great starting point
but there is more work we can do on it
in terms of awareness of genuine good
practice in the industry.

ǾɌs©æ©Þæ©&ÚÄËÚĈÄÄ
team been able to achieve since
working together?
The team have been able to go far
üËÄË¬Ä¤ÞæÄÚĈÄÄÄ
accounting procedures and have looked
ææ©¬Ä¤Þ½¬º×ÚËêæ¬ËÄ×ÚËÞÞÞɇÄ
©õ£ËêÄæ©üÄêÞæ©¬ÚĈÄÄ
skills to implement a process that the
£æËÚüÄ£Ë½½Ëöɇæ©æ½½ËöÞæ©Ã
to keep track of all the waste in the
factory and assess it through looking
æ¬½ü;V.Þ½½ö¬æ©ËêæÄYVÞüÞæÃ
that already supports that insight.
c©ĈÄÄæÃöËÚºö¬æ©æ©
Ë×ÚæËÚÞɇÞËÃæ¬ÃÞǾȀɒȃɇæ©ÚËê¤©
Ä¬¤©æʲüÞ©¬£æÞ¬Äæ©£æËÚüæË
deliver sustainable results. The Managing
¬ÚæËÚææ©æ¬ÃÞ¬öÚæ©Þæ
ĈÄÄ£êÄæ¬ËÄ©©ÞõÚöËÚºö¬æ©
in terms of the calibre of people what we
have got and the results we deliver with
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æ©¬½¬æüæË¤ËÚ¬õ×ÚËĈæ×Ú£ËÚÃÄ
rather than just report on the numbers.
.æ¬ÞÃê©ÃËÚ×ÚËæ¬õ£ËÚöÚɬ
looking team than a retrospective
reporting team. It’s a very engaging
team that attracts talent and works on
developing long term careers across a
ö¬ÚÄ¤Ë£ĈÄÄÞº¬½½ÞɌ
JÄË£æ©ºüæ©¬Ä¤Þæ©æY¬©Ú=ËÄ¤½ü
©Þ½¬õÚ¬Þ%¬ÄÄË×Úæ¬ËÄÞ
û½½Äɬ£ËÚæ©ĈÚÞææ¬Ã¬Ä&ÚÄËÚ
ö©õËÃÃêÄ¬æüË£ĈÄÄÚËÞÞ
æ©&ÚËê×Ɍ+©ÞæºÄæ©Ë××ËÚæêÄ¬æüæË
drive best practice across the teams with
%¬ÄÄêÞ¬ÄÞÞVÚæÄÚÞÄÄ½üÞæÞ
ÄæöËÚº¬Ä¤ÚËÞÞæ©g;æË½¬õÚæ©
best result for the business.

ǿɌ +Ëö¬Þæ©ĈÄÄæÃ×Ú¬õ
by the rest of the business?

5. If you could give any advice to
Ëæ©ÚæÃÞɒÄüËÄ½ËËº¬Ä¤
to build a stand out team what
advice would you give?
I would have a mix of skills; people that
are really dynamic and challenging of
the status quo that want to drive change
£ËÚæ©ÄĈæË£æ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞɇêæ½ÞË
very keen on that teamwork element and
they are not just in it for themselves. We
©õ¬ąÚÄæ×ÚÞËÄ½¬æ¬ÞɇêæõÚüËÄ
öËÚºÞ£ËÚæ©¤ËËË£æ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞɇÄËæ
for the good of the individual. We work
hard on communication and engagement
across the group. Without that level of
that engagement and recognition you
Äɹæê¬½¤ËËæÃɌ%ËÚûÃ×½ɇ
½æ©Ëê¤©ËÄ½üȀ×Ë×½öÚ¬ÄõË½õö¬æ©
æ©×ÚÞÄææ¬ËÄɇ¬æöÞÃê©ö¬Ú
æÃąËÚæÄ.×ÚÞÄææ©æöÚ
º¬Äæ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞæËȂǼ×Ë×½Ɍ

c©]Ä¬ËÚ=ÚÞ©¬×æÃöËê½Þüö
©õæÚÄÞ£ËÚÃĈÄÄ¬ÄǿüÚÞ¤Ë¬Ä¤
from reporters of numbers to almost
“forensic accountants” who understand
the business and drive performance.
We have reversed the position where we
öËê½½öüÞĈÄÞËÃæ©¬Ä¤Ëêæ½ÞæɇæË
æ©ËÄÞæ©æÚæ©ÚĈÚÞæÄ¤¬õ¬Ä¤
our opinion early in the process. We are
not world class because our systems hold
êÞºɇêæ.æ©¬ÄºöÚöËÚ½½ÞÞ¬Ä
terms of people and skills.

.æ©¬ÄºöÚÙê¬æÄË×ÄæÃɇ
ÃÚ¬Ä¤Ë£Ëæ©Ú×Ë×½ɹÞ¬Þɇ
ÞËÃËÄ©ÞÄ¬¬Ä¬æ¬½½üɇêæöɹõ
all shared it and driven it forward. They
work as a team and it’s not about any
¬Ä¬õ¬ê½ɇö©¬©¬Þö©üæ©üöËÄæ©
æÃöÚɇæ©Ú¬ÞÄɹæËÄ¬Ä¬õ¬ê½æ©æ
would take credit for all that work.

4. What are the things you look for
(candidate wise)?

I went into the process knowing that my
team are the best and that it would take a
×©ÄËÃÄ½æÃæËææ©ÃɌ]Ëɇö©Ä
we drew with another team I thought
if they are as good as us then it is well
deserved.

Someone that can add value to the
æÃɇö©õÚ½Ã¬ûË£×Ë×½Ɇ
¤ÄÚɇæ©Ä¬¬æüɇ¤Äöæº½½
of that experience and we identify the
talent and ensure it is well distributed
across the business. We also encourage
the team to broaden their experience so
for example if they are a Management
ËêÄæÄæÄ©õ½öüÞÄ¬Ä
æ©¬ÞÚË½ɇæ©üÞ©Ëê½¤ËÄËÞËÃ
ĈÄÄ¬½ËêÄæÞ£ËÚǽǾÃËÄæ©ÞɌ.æÃ¬¤©æ
not be their favourite job but it gives
them experience to the other side of
ĈÄÄÄ¬æÞõ½êæËæ©¬ÚÚÚɌ

In terms of winning an award you must
Ú½½üËÄĈÄææ©æüËê©õËÄ
fantastic piece of work and that you have
done something more than the day job
that other teams would do.

öööɌüĉöÚÞɌËɌêºɒö¬ÄÄÚÞ

Yorkshire

Finance
Leaders

Yorkshire
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1. Congratulations on winning
your award for the overall
Outstanding Yorkshire Finance
Leader 2019. How did it feel
to win the award?

Outstanding Finance Leader

Adnan Velic
CY&½Ë½ɒDË¬g;

Finance
Leaders

WINNER

It was very surprising to hear my name
called out. Having heard the outstanding
©¬õÃÄæÞË£ÞËÃÄü%ɹÞɇ.¬Äɹæ
expect to win the overall award. It’s
an honour and it was nice to share the
moment with my friends and colleagues
who have helped me in my career.

2. Could you provide us some insight
into what has led you to become
ÞêÞÞ£ê½ĈÄÄ½Úɍ
Adnan Velic receiving
his award from Baroness
Eliza Manningham-Buller

I have always been lucky to have
great mentors and that has certainly
been a key factor. They have always
supported me in the times when
I have pushed boundaries and when
I inevitably encountered obstacles and
æËê¤©¬Þ¬ËÄÞɇæ©ü©õÄæ©Ú
£ËÚÃɌ&ËË½ÚÞÚÚ¬õÄü£Ú
Ë£ÄËæÃº¬Ä¤¬ąÚÄɇÞê¬Ä¤
ÄÃËõ¬Ä¤æ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞËÄɌõÚü
day we think about how we can make
things better and fear of not achieving
drives us forward.

3. What are some of the key things
you have you learned since you
æËËºüËêÚĈÚÞæ%·Ëæ©æüËê
now apply in your current role?
Make sure you get structures in
place quickly and ensure high levels
of integrity in your data and processes.
c©Þæ©¬Ä¤ÞÚ½¬ºÞ©Ë½Þɇæ¬
them up well and you don’t have to
æ©¬ÄºËêææ©Ãêæ¬£üËêËÄɹæɇæ©ü
will trip you up. If you don’t have the
Þ¬ÞÚ¬¤©æɇæ©ÄüËêÚÄËæ¤Ë¬Ä¤
to have a platform from which you
can develop your value add.
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4. What are some of your main
career achievements, and why
were they important to you?
I am very results orientated so
ÙêÄæ¬Ĉ½©¬õÃÄæÞ.Ã×ÚËê
of are helping Magnet kitchens transition
£ÚËÃ½ËÞÞɬÃº¬Ä¤êÞ¬ÄÞÞæËõÚü
×ÚËĈæ½ËÄɇö©¬©ê½æ¬Ãæ½üÚËõ
DË¬&ÚËê×æËæÚ¤æË£ǽǼʦ.cɌ
.½ÞË½æ©æêÚÄÚËêÄË£CY&½Ë½
.ÄæÚÄæ¬ËÄ½ɇö©¬©ÚÞê½æ¬ÄææÚ
.cʦæËüæ©ÄöÞ©¬õ×Ú¬ËÚæË
Ã·Ë¬Ä¬Ä¤ææË×Ë£æ©ÃÚºæ¬ÄǾǼǽȀɌ
õ½Ë×¬Ä¤æ©æÃ¬Þ¬Ã×ËÚæÄææËÃɌ
c©üê½æ¬Ãæ½ü¬æ©öËÚºɇêæ¬æöÞ
a pleasure to help them unlock their
talent. Members from my past teams
ÚÄËöÃ¬Ä½üËÄæÚË½½ÚÞɇ%ɹÞÄõÄ
ÄCö©¬©ÃºÞÃÚ½½ü×ÚËêɌ

5. You have extensive experience
internationally as well as in the
UK – what has this breadth of
international experience taught
you about being a successful
ĈÄÄ½Úɍ
VÚËÞÞÄÞæÚæ¤¬ÞæÚõ½×Úææü
well. The accounting world is such a
¤½Ë½Äõ¬ÚËÄÃÄææ©ÞüÞɇæ©æ
üËêÄÄæÚ½¬ÞºËĆɇÞææêæËÚü
accounting and apply same process
¬Ä½½ËêÄæÚ¬Þö¬æ©Ëêæąæ¬Ä¤æ©
½Ë½êÞ¬ÄÞÞÄ¤æ¬õ½üɌ&ËæËÃÚºæɇ
product and to a certain extent supply
chain strategy also have a lot of cross
over so you can get some global leverage
and economies of scale.
What isn’t global and you have to deal
with at a very local level are people and
Ú½æ¬ËÄÞ©¬×ÞɌËÃÃêÄ¬æ¬ËÄ©ÞæË
æ¬½ËÚæËÚĉæê½æêÚ½¬ąÚÄÞɌ
J£æÄüËê©õ½¬Ã¬æÃËêÄæË£æ¬Ã
¬ÄɬËêÄæÚüÞËüËê©õæË½æËê¬½
solid relationships quickly. This means you
start thinking about emotional drive much
more than you would if you worked in a
g;ËÄ½üÄõ¬ÚËÄÃÄæɌ

6. In your opinion, is there anything
öËê½Ë¬Ä¤¬ąÚÄæ½ü¬Ä
æ©g;æ©æËæ©ÚæÚÚ¬æËÚ¬Þɒ
cultures do well?
There is some learning that apply
êÄ¬õÚÞ½½üɌÃÚ¬ÄÞÃº¬Þ¬ËÄÞ
extraordinarily fast and their strength
¬ÞĈÚÞææËÃÚºæɌc©üÚõÚü¤ËË
æÞ¬Ä¤ÄË××ËÚæêÄ¬æüɇÚæ¬Ä¤
Äæº¬Ä¤¬æɌËêÄæÚ¬Þ¬Äæ©£ÚÞæ
©ËöõÚæºÃê©½ËÄ¤ÚɬæÚÃõ¬ö
and always have long term plans in place.
.£öÄæº½ËÄ¤ɬæÚÃõ¬öÄ×½Ä
ËÚ¬Ä¤½üêæÞæüĉû¬½ÄËê¤©æË
take advantage of opportunities as they
Ú¬Þɇöö¬½½ËÄæ¬ÄêæË½¬Ä¤
nation on the global scene.

7. If you could give advice to a new
FD or CFO, what would it be?
&ææËºÄËöüËêÚêÞ¬ÄÞÞ£ÚËÃæ©
ground up and really understand the
ºüÚ¬õÚÞɇ×Ë×½Äê½æêÚɌ.©õ
ÚÄæ½üÚɬ·Ë¬ÄC¤Äæ;¬æ©ÄÞ
and even though I previously worked
¬Äæ©êÞ¬ÄÞÞ£ËÚÞ¬ûüÚÞɇ.Þ×Äæ
ÃüĈÚÞææöËöºÞöËÚº¬Ä¤¬ÄÞæËÚÞ
¬ÄC¤ÄæêÄ¬£ËÚÃɇÞÚõ¬Ä¤êÞæËÃÚÞɌ
That ground up knowledge will be
invaluable in decision making later on.
ê¬½æÚêÞæö¬æ©üËêÚCɒJÄ
ensure you support them in the right way.
Ä%ɹÞÚË½¬ÞÄɹææË½ææ©JºÄËöüËê
have hit an iceberg and the extent of the
damage. The role is about informing the
JË£Ä¬Ú¤©ÄÞæÚêæêÚ¬Ä¤
a plan on how we avoid it. Work cross
£êÄæ¬ËÄ½½üêÞÞÄ%üËêÚ
going to be in the middle of a lot of activity.
J£æÄüËêÚÚË½¬ÞæËÚæ£Ú¬æ¬ËÄ½ÞÞ
environment in order to get actions across
æ©½¬ÄɌ×ÚËÃËæÚË£õ½êɬÄ
the best way of getting into that position
is to really understand the workings of
your company and the customers.
ÄÞêÚüËê©õæ©Ú¬¤©æ×Ë×½
¬Äæ©Ú¬¤©æ×½Ɍõ½Ë×Ú¬¤©æɇ
motivated and interested team as they
Ú¤Ë¬Ä¤æËæ©¬ąÚÄæöÄ
success and failure.

öööɌüĉöÚÞɌËɌêºɒö¬ÄÄÚÞ

Real facts,
real figures
Accountancy & Finance
Recruitment Salary Report
2020 – Out Now

January 2020 saw the publication of our latest Salary Report for the
Accountancy & Finance sector across Yorkshire, Humber and East Midlands.
We have pulled together more data than ever before, utilising our extensive
resources and CRM system, and evaluating all of the intelligence we gained
ËõÚæ©×ÞæüÚɌsɹõ½ÞËÄ½üÞõÚü¬Ä©Ë£æöËê½ĈÄÄ
deem to be relevant from a variety of reports available in the wider market.
In doing so we have accumulated a huge database of statistics that allows
êÞæË¬¤×Ú¬ÄæËæ©Ú½£æÞÄ×ÚËõ¬Ú½Ĉ¤êÚÞæ©æÄüÃ×½ËüÚ
or employee might need to help guide them in 2020.

Salary Report available for download from our website:
öööɌÚöÞæÚ×ÚæÄÚÞɌËɌêºɒ×ê½¬æ¬ËÄÞor email: info@brewsterpartners.co.uk

Call to receive your
FREE Salary Report
To fully beneﬁt from our extensive
research and experience, we suggest
meeting one-to-one to discuss some
of the ﬁner details that accurately
convey the real job market.

